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Dear Readers,
Vendor ID 80: this unassuming number harbours a success story we are extremely proud of. For the simple reason that it
demonstrates the huge payback of an uncompromising commitment to a beneficial technology.
We are talking about the SAUTER BACnet Iden-

construction tenders, explain why interoperability

Internationally renowned ‘green building’ expert

tification Number. As number 80 of over 600

is so important and what long-term benefits it

Jerry Yudelson attached particular importance to

manufacturers, SAUTER joined the ranks of BAC-

brings.

the value of this during his visit to SAUTER.

off. Providers and users alike have embraced the

SAUTER today has one of the most comprehen-

As you can see: there are many strong arguments

international standard. It represents a welcome

sive BACnet solution portfolios, due to our early

supporting SAUTER and BACnet. As one of the

alternative to proprietary systems and unneces-

adoption of the standard. This enables us to

leading providers of BACnet complete solutions,

sary licence fees.

cover all levels of building automation. This pole

we greatly appreciate the advantages of this

position ensures our ability to drive essential future

technology and its ability to constantly enable

innovations.

change and optimisation processes.

of computer-based systems. An example of this

An example of this is our new building manage-

The far-sighted commitment of ’Manufacturer

is the autonomous energy concept for detached

ment software, SAUTER Vision Center. This new

Number 80’ is helping to secure a payback for

houses. SAUTER developed this jointly with part-

development demonstrates our commitment to

the whole SAUTER family and their customers.

ner Fronius. More powerful microprocessors have

current and future innovations: On the one hand,

There could not be a better way of bringing to life

enabled more intelligent regulation and adjust-

like the entire EY-modulo family, the solution

our slogan: Creating Sustainable Environments.

ment, which can be increasingly decentralised.

consistently supports BACnet. On the other, the

net supporters very early on and it really has paid

Intelligent modern buildings rely on a smooth
information exchange between a large number

SAUTER Vision Center also opens up totally new
A standard like BACnet simplifies the integration

possibilities, breaking new ground by combining

of numerous components to form a high-perfor-

building automation and energy management in

mance system for an entire building, which in

a single tool, which means optimisation of long-

many cases, is a pre-requisite for enablement.

term costs and consumption.

The huge benefit of the BACnet standard is discussed in an interview with SAUTER Facts, where

Implementation and integration of BACnet

the Head of Facility Management at Frankfurt

contributes to the continuous improvement of

Airport and a renowned consultant in the field of

energy efficiency within managed buildings.

Yours, Bertram Schmitz, CEO

Catching up with
the Godfather of Green
Renowned ‘green building’ pioneer Jerry Yudelson shared his visions and insights during a recent visit to the SAUTER head
office in Basel. Stating ´if it doesn’t perform, it can’t be green,´ he emphasised the key role of performance measurement in
reducing carbon emissions.

‘Wired’ magazine calls you the ‘Godfa-

innovation. As someone once said, you can

Do you see a trend towards ongoing

ther of Green’. How do you assess your

cut butter with a chainsaw, it does get the job

fragmentation or should we expect some

fosterling’s current progress?

done but it’s terribly messy and unnecessary;

degree of consolidation?

Green building has made great strides in the

government regulation is like the chainsaw.

Consolidation will be the rule over time, but
meanwhile it’s quite useful to have different

past decade, to where it’s 20% of all new
building starts in the US; but there is still a long

Is the global variety of certification sys-

systems compete. In general, we prefer ´open

way to go. By 2020, we want to see 95%

tems a positive development in your

systems´ that are quite amenable to user and

of all new construction be green-certified and

opinion?

stakeholder input to ´closed systems´ that are

75% of all existing buildings. That’s a tremen-

´Let 1,000 flowers bloom´ is not a bad motto.

proprietary to an NGO or national govern-

dous task, but one that is necessary if we want

The marketplace will decide which have great-

ment. In that respect, LEED is clearly an open

to realise the full range of benefits of green

er merit and should be retained. As a matter

system, whilst BREEAM (UK) is a closed system.

building and sustainable development.

of fact, however, green building rating systems
around the world are converging toward as-

Once a building is successfully certified,

Would it be beneficial in your view if

sessing the same environmental attributes and

what are your recommendations to the

green building certification became a

generally weighting them in the manner, with

owner?

legal requirement, as is being discussed

obvious regional differences. For example, in

Certification is only the first step, especially for

in some countries? Or do you see more

the Middle East, water conservation is a much

a new building. The real issue is to make sure

advantages in a voluntary certification?

larger concern than in Europe or North Ameri-

that all the building systems are working the

At the present time, voluntary certification

ca, so their systems put more emphasis on that.

way they were designed to work and that the

works at the higher levels of green building,

It must be said, however, that the US Green

complexity of the building controls, for exam-

but building codes and legal requirements

Building Council’s LEED rating system is the

ple, does not overwhelm the skills of the buil-

need to shift upward to require the lower

global leader, with usage now in more than

ding operators. In this respect, building energy

levels. What I don’t want to see is the heavy

130 countries.

management in ´the cloud´ will become the

hand of government regulation stifling needed
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predominant mode of building operations.

What role do you see the building

Which are the next big milestones in

management system play in green

growing the business of green building?

buildings?

Clearly, right now, greening of existing build-

A human being has one brain but millions of

ings is where the business of green building

sensors. The BMS is the brain, but what’s really

will show the greatest growth, and also under-

important is that we have thousands of sensors

go the greatest challenges, over the next five

so that we can identify potential problems and

years. In many countries, extending energy

suboptimal performance before it begins to

management and conservation systems to

significantly impact building operations. We

include water management and conservation

need to centralise intelligence and decentralise

systems will also be a critical element of green

sensors; that’s the way the body has worked for

building concern.

millions of years. It should set a clear example
of biomimicry for building controls.

ility
Environment & sustainab
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Fraport places its trust in certified
specialists
An interview with
Bernd Hanke, Head of Airport Facility Management, IFM-F
Fraport AG
Frankfurt Airport Services Worldwide
Frankfurt is one of the world’s major air-

– means that we must optimise and replace our

What were, in your view, the biggest

ports. Why did you decide to replace the

control technology on a regular basis. Another

challenges of this project, and how did

building automation system at such an

of our aims is to create the conditions for real

you overcome them?

important hub?

competition and to avoid becoming depen-

One important challenge was creating accep-

Modern and innovative building automation

dent on a single manufacturer.

tance both inside and outside Fraport for such
a significant change, whilst also bringing the

technology is an important component of economical and sustainable building operations.

What arguments convinced Fraport AG

necessary partners on board. Luckily, we man-

to use BACnet for data communication?

aged it.

Our airport is still growing, and one important

In our search for a suitable open data com-

focus of our activities is to make the pas-

munication system, we looked at various

Before we felt the benefit, all parties involved

sengers’ visits to the airport as pleasant as

protocols. We decided on BACnet because

had to make significant investments over a

possible. That is one of the reasons why we

it is the only standardised interoperable data

longer time frame – and sometimes it’s hard to

are changing, expanding and improving our

communication protocol, and its standard fulfils

get people to appreciate that.

infrastructure. All of these changes involve the

Fraport’s requirements. Together with our asso-

use of innovative, modern technology and are

ciates, we were able to specify the protocol

Giving up our existing proprietary systems and

intended to have a neutral effect on the cli-

and – with the aid of a testing program – make

dealing with the resistance from manufacturers

mate. Due to the particular importance of build-

it readily comprehensible, so that our partners

that we had in the beginning were some of the

ing automation in this context, each measure

were able to install a uniform and compatible

biggest challenges. But, together with our cur-

taken also looks at improving or replacing this

system in our properties.

rent associates, we made it through the barren
period and overcame almost all of the difficul-

technology. A world-class airport also needs
world-class infrastructure in order to maintain

How important was the aspect of inter-

ties. I would like to thank everyone involved for

and build on its leading position.

operability between systems of different

making that happen. We managed it only by

origin in your decision-making process?

sticking to our guns and to the firm belief that

What aims were you pursuing with this

As I’ve said, interoperability between systems

BACnet was the right way to go.

ambitious refurbishment project?

of different origin was an important aspect of

Our aim is to modernise our technology centres

our decision-making process. Dependence

What should a customer concentrate on

and building automation system in order to cre-

on individual manufacturers has to become a

during the planning phase if he or she is

ate modern infrastructure in the terminals and

thing of the past. Bearing in mind the building

considering a building automation solu-

in the service and administration buildings.

activities at Frankfurt airport and the available

tion with BACnet?

Due to the complexity of our properties and

resources, it must be possible to introduce a

I think there are two main elements to con-

the need for uninterrupted service, building

process of change that is independent of in-

sider. Selecting an independent consultant with

automation has a particularly important role

dividual manufacturers, even within a single

BACnet experience is half the battle and will

to play. At the same time, we also aim to set

property. That also reinforces the competitive

put you well on the way to obtaining a suc-

standards for, and make demands of, building

ethos. The challenge for the consultants is to

cessful building automation system. Specialist

automation that will trigger real competition

support this process by planning as neces-

expertise in planning and customer-orientated

between manufacturers. The constant need to

sary and, at the same time, to create the right

application and specification of the required

develop our properties – and the concomitant

conditions.

elements of the BACnet standard (though not

gross floor space of 2.4 million square metres
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have a significant effect on costs and quality.

quality, customer satisfaction and the quality of

A planning and tendering process that is inde-

the final product. If more than one planning

pendent of individual products or manufactur-

process is to be tendered, it is a good idea

ers ensures real competition.

to draw up requirement specifications in order
to guarantee consistent planning quality even

Another important element is the exact calcu-

if different consultants are involved. There

lation of customer requirements, as well as

are now a number of planning guidelines for

ensuring the data quality of any documents to

building automation systems – e.g. those from

be submitted. The better the customer’s needs

AMEV – that provide a useful basis for this.

have been assessed, the better they can be
taken into account during planning. Optimum
customer consultation, together with continuous
monitoring of customer requirements within
each phase of the project, increases planning

Foto: Fraport AG
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Interoperability that works
‘Interoperability’ is more than just a marketing buzzword, as
long as it is approached in the right manner. In this interview,
engineer Helmut Zirbs shares his views and experiences as
an accredited planner of building automation systems that
successfully put interoperability into practice.
Foto: R.Schuster

How is BACnet different from other data

How, as an external consultant, are you

What makes BACnet the open commu-

communication protocols?

able to check and evaluate interoperabil-

nication standard of choice for public

BACnet was developed especially for use in

ity within building automation systems

buildings?

building automation and is independent of

that use BACnet?

It is often the case, particularly with public

specific manufacturers or technologies. Com-

On the one hand, there is the option of check-

buildings, that properties are divided into sev-

munication services have been standardised.

ing the interoperability capabilities that are

eral construction phases or that system updates

BACnet is supported by many manufacturers

described in the individual PICS. On the other

can be carried out only on a component or

and suppliers, can use a wide range of trans-

hand, it also makes sense to use only com-

property basis. Particularly useful in such cases

port media and is constantly being upgraded.

ponents or devices that have a BTL logo, at

is a standardised communication protocol that

least where this is practicable. This shows that

is independent of any manufacturer. Moreover,

When the term ‘interoperability’ crops

an accredited test laboratory has successfully

the use of BACnet also allows for the establish-

up, a lot of building owners are sceptical

checked and certified the BACnet device for

ment of higher-level and multi-property man-

about what the result will be. Can you al-

compliance with the standard. On its website,

agement systems, without the need to depend

lay their concerns?

the BACnet Interest Group Europe has a current

on a particular manufacturer.

Several completed BACnet projects demon-

list of all the certified devices and components,

strate that careful planning and observance

including the relevant certificates.

of requirements and standards can guarantee
interoperability.

When you look to the future, where do
you think BACnet is developing and

Are there particular projects whose at-

what evolution would you like to see?

tributes or aims make them particularly

I think that BACnet is developing more and

Special modules were developed in order

suitable for the use of BACnet?

more into the protocol of choice for those look-

to ensure interoperability within the BACnet

Actually, almost all projects above a certain

ing for non-proprietary, standardised and open

standard. These define which services and

size are suitable for BACnet use. This is under-

communication. I also expect BACnet to be

processes must be supported in order to be

lined by the fact that BACnet is already used

used increasingly not just at the management

able to satisfy requirements. Each BACnet

as a standard protocol by certain manufactur-

and automation levels, but also at the field

device has a protocol implementation confor-

ers, and has replaced some proprietary proto-

level of building automation systems.

mance statement, or PICS, which describes the

cols. Projects divided into several construction

device’s specific interoperability capabilities.

phases are particularly suitable for BACnet,
since different manufacturers and makes can
be used in each phase.
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It would be nice to see it develop towards ‘plug & play’.
Currently, it requires a large amount of specialist knowledge and experience to be able to
use BACnet. The phrase ‘BA system with BACnet communication’ does not cover everything
that is required to run a BACnet system. In my
opinion, more training is still required in this
area. The correct course must be set during
the planning phase in order to ensure that all
participants in the project, particularly the customer, achieve the optimum results.
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SAUTER Vision Center –
in a class of its own
SAUTER Vision Center creates a new class of building management software. This modular solution – a portal and
management system – provides an urgently needed link for all user groups: from the building operator and the facility
manager to the energy manager and the sustainability officer.

3-D plant view

List of current values and status of the BACnet objects

The new SAUTER Vision Center creates innova-

operation on all levels. Users can now switch

The close link between the two applications

tive connections and offers a forward-looking

from one automation level to another and im-

opens up new possibilities in optimising and

answer to complex requirements in building

mediately find their way around. This means

demonstrating energy efficiency, and supports

management. For example, SAUTER Vision

that operational errors can be avoided and

customers in, for example, the certification of

Center unites all automation levels for the first

there is less need for training. Furthermore,

sustainable buildings.

time – from individual stations to the distributed

settings made in moduWeb and moduWeb

building network – into an interoperable and

Vision can be imported easily into SAUTER

SAUTER Vision Center makes no compromises

easy-to-operate management system.

Vision Center.

when it comes to the scope of services. On the

Furthermore, the solution innovatively combines

Naturally, SAUTER Vision Center also consoli-

of the two above-mentioned applications offer

classic BMS functions with advanced tools to

dates the data and access options that are

many innovations and conveniences.

provide effective energy management. Last

available on all levels. As an open solution

but not least, SAUTER Vision Center easily

with BACnet compatibility, the software allows

Staying flexible with modules

integrates company-specific processes and

components and systems of various origins

and documents

displays into a modern portal that users can

and generations to be connected. Therefore,

The modular architecture of the software allows

personalise.

in complex properties, or in situations where

it to be adapted perfectly to the particular re-

contrary, the functionality and user-friendliness

the buildings are spread over a wide area,

quirements – and budget – of each customer.

Uniform, seamless access to all

the technicians can easily keep track of the

The basic module contains all functionalities

automation levels

situation and take direct action at any level.

for operative building management. With just
a few clicks, alarms, statistics, address lists,

As a portal and management system, SAUTER
Vision Center is an addition to the established

First-class building and energy

charts and time programs can be configured

SAUTER EY-modulo family, which includes

management united for the first time

as a personal setting.

moduWeb and moduWeb Vision. Particular

SAUTER Vision Center also sets standards

attention was paid to making these stand-alone

by uniting the functionality of a complete

The energy-management module shows how

products fully compatible with each other, and

SCADA management system with an energy-

specific additional components can expand

to ensuring that they have a similar method of

management module under one user interface.

the SAUTER Vision Center’s capabilities in
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Graph of the weekly view

order to cover other areas of usage. It aggre-

User-friendly and easy to personalise

gates the value of any data points and offers

In terms of information, the needs of a techni-

a range of useful functions for the calculation,

cian are different from those of a sustainability

evaluation and display of energy consumption.

specialist, so all users of SAUTER Vision Center
can put together their own personalised func-

A mobile management centre

tionalities with just a few clicks.

Mobile devices are becoming more and more
important, since they allow a building to be

Company-specific processes and dynamic

managed instantly and from any location.

visualisations for plant and buildings can be

With SAUTER Vision Center, all users, no mat-

created and configured by following simple in-

ter where they are situated, can gain access to

structions. The standard menus and overviews

personalised information from various sources.

can also be easily re-arranged or, to a large

The modern user interface can also be easily

extent, imported directly from the engineering

operated on mobile devices.

tool CASE Vision.

SAUTER Vision Center is completely web-

Always up to date – an advantage in the

based and can be run in a generic browser

long term

without the need to install any add-ons. The

It is not possible to draw the correct conclu-

solution can be added easily to existing IT

sions unless an up-to-date and complete picture

environments, and either runs on the customer’s

SAUTER Vision Center at a glance
• Provides access to all automation levels
and consolidates the data
•

Seamlessly integrates building
management with energy management

•

Ideal for heterogeneous, complex
topologies

•

Can be easily incorporated into the
SAUTER EY-modulo family

is available. Comprehensive building manage-

•

Web-based and optimised for mobile use

own server or is provided as a cloud service.

ment with SAUTER Vision Center opens up new

•

Simple, consistent and accurate to use

In either case, the highest access and data-

ways of increasing energy efficiency on all

•

safety standards are guaranteed.

levels and thus, ultimately, of reducing costs –

Can be easily personalised and is
modularly extensible

•

Runs on the customer's own server or in
a cloud

for only when something is fully understood can
it be specifically and sustainably improved.
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Innov
ation

Thanks to a technology partnership between
Fronius and SAUTER, the homes of the future
will be self-sufficient in terms of energy.

In collaboration with Fronius International GmbH, SAUTER has developed a system that achieves a self-consumption rate of
almost 100% of photovoltaic energy for a typical detached house. Until now, this figure has been, on average, only about
30%, because generation and consumption have never been aligned with each other before.

Thanks to this innovation, which is based on the Fronius energy cell and

can supply all its own energy needs from a photovoltaic array. To maintain

SAUTER’s control technology, home owners may, in future, be able to

energy efficiency within the building, the SEC monitors all flows of energy

become completely self-sufficient in terms of electricity and heat.

within the house simultaneously and re-directs them to wherever they are
needed.

At the heart of the new solution is the ability to store the electrical energy
from the photovoltaic array and to control all the flows of energy in the

The SAUTER Energy Controller, which is based on the EY-modulo 5 system,

house according to needs. This will mean that energy can not only be

independently determines the requirements for both thermal and electrical

produced locally – as it is today – but also be stored there if and when

energy within the building and ensures that energy provision is matched

required. Furthermore, because the waste heat is used to heat water, the

to demand.

overall efficiency of the system is greatly increased.
Short-term and long-term storage devices complement
each other
During the day, if there is sufficient sunlight, the electrical loads are
supplied directly by the photovoltaic inverter. Any surplus electricity is used
in several ways: firstly, the short-term storage devices are charged and the

1

energy is released when needed in the evening and at night. Secondly,
and particularly in the summer months, the surplus electricity is used to

4

supply an electrolyser in the Fronius energy cell, which produces hydrogen
for the long-term storage device.
SAUTER controls all energy flows
Especially in the winter months, the hydrogen is converted back into
electricity for domestic use via the fuel cell in the Fronius energy cell. The
waste heat is used to heat water for the plumbing and heating systems.
The SAUTER Energy Controller (SEC) provides demand-led control of the

3

2

electrical and thermal energy, and ensures that the ‘house of the future’
Direct consumption of power
generated
Conversion of electricity to
hydrogen for later use
Reconversion of hydrogen into
electricity when needed
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1

Photovoltaic system

2

Fronius energy cell

3

Hydrogen reservoir

4

Inverter

Well equipped for future applications

Decentralised systems as an important element of

The control strategies developed by SAUTER to optimise internal

future energy supply

consumption of the solar yield satisfy the common desire for houses to

Previously, electricity generation was adapted to grid requirements

increase their degree of self-sufficiency. The potential of linking the SEC to

by increasing the output of the power stations. Nowadays, due to the

a future ‘smart grid’ also makes other applications a possibility, including

increase in the number of decentralised photovoltaic and wind-power

private electricity exchanges or even ‘smart distribution’.

systems, the control of local energy consumption is becoming more and
more important. Without such control systems, it will not be possible in the

The innovative concept is currently being put into practice for the first

future to ensure that the supply of energy is reliably constant.

time at a Fronius site in Austria. This practical test shows that, with a
decentralised photovoltaic system, it is possible for a house to achieve

The self-sufficient home of the future is well equipped for this development:

self-sufficiency – in terms of electricity and heat production – all year round.

its decentralised energy storage devices will, thanks to the SAUTER Energy
Controller, not only act as a back-up for photovoltaic energy, but also
serve the smart grid as a buffer for mains power when grid demand is low.
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Electricity grid

2

Smart meter

3

Current-consuming appliances

4

PV generator

5

PV inverter

6

SAUTER Energy Controller

7

Heat buffer

8

Fronius energy cell

9

Hydrogen tank

10
10

Battery
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Cost-optimised
ventilation control in the lecture theatres
of Clausthal University of Technology
If you want to save money, you must make sure that you never spend more than is absolutely necessary. Although there are
several licence-based savings programs available on the market, the consistent use of established control strategies to provide
demand-led ventilation can just as easily achieve a reduction in costs, and has the added benefit of no licence fees.

Conserving resources and reducing operating costs are the main tasks

After joint discussions, it was decided to launch a pilot project in which

of a modern building management system.

one lecture theatre would be equipped with a cost-optimised demandled ventilation control system.

The technical management department of the Clausthal University of
Technology entrusted SAUTER with the task of developing a ventilation

In accordance with the type of usage, the control system provides just

control system that would optimise consumption.

the right volume of air that is needed to ensure good indoor air quality
and a comfortable room temperature.

In particular, the ventilation systems in the university’s many lecture
theatres offer great savings potential. Because the rooms are large

By considerably reducing the speed of the supply air fan and lowering

and their usage changes frequently, the demands placed on the control

the operating time of the return air fan to a minimum, savings of more than

system are great.

50% have been made in the ventilation system's power consumption
alone. Added to this is the reduction in costs for air treatment. The result

As a long-standing partner of Clausthal University, SAUTER has equipped

was enough to convince Clausthal University: the control systems for

around 50 buildings on the campus with building automation systems.

another three lecture theatres are already being planned.

Approximately 17,000 data points are connected to the system bus.

Innovation

Is optimisation included or extra?
Substantial savings in operating costs – plus the fact that there are
no additional licensing costs – prove that the cost-efficient demandled SAUTER optimisation programme has significant advantages over
special proprietary programmes that require a licence.
In the case of air-conditioning systems, the potential energy savings
made by significantly reducing the cooling capacity could be even
greater.

SAUTER ensures maximum safety
in an S4 laboratory
The Robert Koch Institute (RKI) in Berlin is Germany’s central facility for infection prevention. A new building is currently
under construction there and will include, amongst other things, a bio-containment laboratory built to BSL-4 (biological
safety level) standards. High-containment laboratories such as these are essential in order to be able to carry out research
on certain pathogens such as the Ebola or Lassa viruses. BSL-4 contains detailed specifications on airtightness and control
of room pressure, which necessitated meticulous planning for a sophisticated building management system for the RKI’s new
laboratory wing. To ensure that no contaminated air escapes, the air volume and room pressure controllers have to be able
to react precisely and quickly. SAUTER, a recognised expert in building management solutions, was entrusted with the task,
not least because the company has already equipped all the other BSL-4 laboratories in Germany.

Around the world, there are 34 laboratories built to the highest biological

The monitoring software provides a clear and structured visualisation of

safety level: three of these are in Germany, and a fourth is currently being

all the information. This allows 100 automation stations to cover almost

built there. Started in August 2011, this new facility with around 250

13,000 data points. Events and user interventions can be traced at any

pneumatically-controlled rooms has been taking shape on the site of the

time using the monitoring system. By openly integrating the rooms into

Robert Koch Institute in Berlin. Around half of these laboratories meet the

the building management system, data transmission is fast, reliable and

BSL-2 standard. Staff entering and leaving the laboratories have to pass

comprehensive.

through air locks in accordance with the specifications. These operate
on the principle of a pressure cascade, which prevents contaminated air

The automation functions can easily be programmed so as to meet

from escaping from the laboratory into the environment. In the laborato-

the client’s particular requirements. “The customer is provided with a

ries themselves, a special system of pressure steps is used in order to meet

calendar function, which enables him to programme the various room

the high safety standards.

functions according to the day, week or month," explains Matthias Breternitz, project manager at SAUTER. For example, it is possible to reduce

13,000 data points managed clearly

the temperature after 10 p.m., or to shut down the whole system on a

Because the building and room automation systems are quite complex,

Saturday; day and night modes can also be set.

SAUTER technology is employed. All of the HVAC systems are controlled
by BACnet automation stations from the EY-modulo 5 system family, while

Pressure measurement to 1 Pa

the laboratory systems are controlled and monitored by SAUTER ecos

In order to prevent contaminated air from escaping, the volumes of both

2. These controllers integrate all the room functions (i.e. heating and

the supply and return air are regulated. A pneumatic controller, used

cooling, lighting and window blinds) into a single device. Sensors

in conjunction with a fast pneumatic actuator, effortlessly maintains the

measure the temperature, humidity, air quality, occupancy levels and

specified response times. With a torque of 10 Nm, the actuator is also

illuminance. These are connected directly to the controller, as are the

suitable for large VAV boxes. A differential pressure sensor integrated into

relevant actuators. The window blinds and lighting are incorporated via

the room pressure controller achieves a measurement accuracy of up to

open field bus protocols.

1 Pa, even at the lowest differential pressures, which is important, for
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example, for night setback with minimal air volumes. If malfunctions ever
occur in the return air system, they are automatically indicated both visu-

The Robert Koch Institute was founded in

ally and acoustically. In addition, another electronic differential pressure

Berlin in 1891 and is the German federal

sensor is used to monitor the room pressure independently. It can measure

government’s central facility for disease

negative or positive pressure of up to ± 150 Pa. Using special software,

monitoring and prevention. It also carries

the measuring range can be set individually and visualised on a display.

out application- and policy-orientated
biomedical research. The core tasks of

The safety regulations for S4 laboratories include the ability to seal rooms

the RKI are the detection, prevention and

hermetically in order to carry out disinfection, which involves fumigating

control of diseases, particularly infectious

the entire laboratory. For this reason, it must be ensured in advance

ones. It also advises the relevant federal

that the components of the room automation system can withstand these

ministries and is involved in drawing up

cleaning processes undamaged. To this end, fumigation tests were car-

standards. Amongst the institute's other

ried out beforehand, and the controllers and stations passed them with

tasks are the provision of information and

flying colours.

advisory services to specialists.

In addition to the reliability of the laboratory automation system, the question of energy efficiency also played a major role before the automation
system was installed. For this reason, an ice bank was fitted. It uses
night-time outside temperatures for cooling, and stores the cold in water
for several hours until it is needed in the laboratory for cooling.
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The atoms or molecules in a crystal are
arranged not randomly, but systematically. In a similar way, nothing was left
to chance when building the Baku Crystal
Hall. While some crystals take years to
grow, this impressive arena in the capital
of Azerbaijan had to be ready for its first
international debut within seven months.
Full house on opening night
Baku is a major port on the Caspian Sea,
so it was fitting that the prestigious Baku
Crystal Hall should be located right next
to the capital's harbour. When artists from
42 countries competed in the Eurovision
Song Contest in May 2012, there was
nothing to remind visitors that the building
had existed only on paper in August of the
previous year.
© Andres Putting (EBU)

The hall pulled off its first international appearance, in front of 100 million viewers,
with bravura. As planned, it will also be
host to future sporting and cultural events
– global stars such as Jennifer Lopez and
Shakira have already announced their
intention to hold concerts there.

18
© Andres Putting (EBU)

The diamond of Baku
This modern, multi-purpose arena on the shore of the Caspian Sea was erected in
almost record time, yet lacks nothing in terms of aura and sophistication.

Star ensemble behind the scenes

Optimised for all kinds

Short story with a happy ending

The fact that this new multi-purpose build-

of entertainment

Right from the beginning, it was clear that the

ing could move from concept to landmark

In addition to drafting the plans, SAUTER

conditions of this project would place great

of an up-and-coming oil nation so quickly

was responsible for ensuring that the

demands on all those involved. The task

is largely thanks to the close collaboration

entire building automation system was

assignment was an exciting challenge, due to

of an experienced consortium. Under the

handed over on schedule. In addition to

both the short deadline and the multi-purpose

management of the Austrian construction

specialist criteria, a primary reason for

nature of the building as an international

firm ALPINE, up to 500 skilled personnel

awarding the contract to SAUTER was

arena for sporting and entertainment events.

were working on Baku’s best-known build-

the company’s ability to supply sufficient

ing site in order to ensure that the project

numbers of skilled personnel with local

But SAUTER’s many years of experience

was completed on time.

experience.

in precisely these areas, coupled with its
knowledge of local conditions, made it

SAUTER was selected to install the build-

SAUTER’s EY building automation system

possible to complete the project on time

ing management system due to its con-

is employed in the Crystal Hall in Baku.

and to the client’s full satisfaction.

siderable

innovative

It monitors around 1,800 data points

building automation and its successful

and, via 62 automation stations, controls

reference projects in Azerbaijan.

the building’s entire heating and cooling

with

systems, the air extraction systems, the hotair curtains, the domestic hot-water systems,
the smoke and fire dampers and the stadium
and roof ventilation dampers. The EY system
also controls the VRF air-conditioning in the
hall via a BACnet connection.
SAUTER’s building management system
makes it possible to use this multi-purpose
building for a wide range of events, whilst
continuously optimising energy usage.

© Andres Putting (EBU)

experience

The Institut Supérieur de Mécanique de Paris – known as Supméca for

Ideal Mediterranean climate for learning

short – places great emphasis on combining theory and practice. This

The new building nestles into the sloping terrain in order to benefit from

revered institute is a higher technical college for engineering students,

the thermal inertia of the earth. Its glass front allows plenty of natural

providing training that is geared towards both the theoretical and

light to enter, while the green roof fits seamlessly into the surrounding

the practical. Consequently, it also attaches great importance to the

vegetation and offers superb panoramic views.

intelligent combination of expertise and craftsmanship when selecting
building services for its properties.

The appealing architecture and the agreeable climate in southern
France should have a motivating influence on the students at Supméca.

Investing in the future of the site

However, a good learning and working atmosphere also depends on

At its two sites in Paris and the southern French city of Toulon, Supméca

other factors, not least the concentration of CO2 in the indoor air, since

trains around six hundred students to become engineers in systems,

a high level of CO2 can impair concentration and learning ability.

transport and production technology. By attracting talented students
and training valuable employees, the campus in Toulon is an important

Combining potential and performance

resource for both the local businesses and the city as a whole. In order

When constructing the new building, it was, therefore, very important

to consolidate the institute’s role, the regional authorities gave the go-

to choose wisely among the available solutions for climate control. The

ahead for the construction of a new building on the Supméca campus.

challenge lay in the fact that many suppliers meet the basic requirement
of BACnet compatibility and also have the relevant components – such

A spectacular new educational building on a site measuring 5,133
square metres will be finished by the end of 2012. Apart from lecture
halls, it will provide ample research, administration and recreational
facilities.
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as CO2 sensors – in their product ranges.

Knowledge and ability
Those who can put their superior theoretical knowledge into practice in day-to-day situations enjoy a clear advantage.
The Supméca engineering school in Toulon strives to embody this principle not only for its students,
but also in the choice of its building technology.

The decision-making process included a careful cost– benefit analysis,

The system automatically regulates the air quality based on the CO2

as well as a comparison of availability, quality and flexibility of all the

values measured by the SAUTER room sensors. At the same time, the

solutions submitted. It would probably not be wrong to assume that the

system optimises the building’s energy consumption by controlling the

awarding of the contract to SAUTER also had something to do with the

components in accordance with demand.

institute’s leitmotif of combining theory and practice.
With the head and the hands
Technically sophisticated and proven in practice

‘Technically sophisticated and proven in practice’ was the remit, and

The SAUTER solution is based on an open system and uses BACnet

the complete solution tendered by SAUTER fully convinced the engineers

IP for communications. SAUTER’s web-based building management

in both respects. Thanks to its proven and well-matched components,

software, novaPro Open Suite, provides the technical staff with a

the system made an excellent impression with its short installation time,

constantly-updated overview and permits direct control of the SAUTER

uncomplicated maintenance and fair price– performance ratio.

ecos 500 room automation stations.
The SAUTER damper actuators for the supply air are incorporated
into modular zones via the new ecoLink remote I/O components.

ighlights
SAUTER h
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A high-end BMS cannot afford
to be afraid of heights
As the Tamkeen Tower in Riyadh shows, even the largest buildings can be monitored with absolute
precision and trimmed for energy efficiency.
When you compare the Riyadh of fifty years ago with today’s city, it’s

For the Tamkeen Tower, this meant that the structure, building technology

hard to believe that it’s the same place. The capital of Saudi Arabia

and energy systems all had to be integrated perfectly. This is the only way

has developed at breakneck speed in the intervening period – from

to evaluate consumption levels according to each user and to optimise

a cramped, isolated settlement to a metropolis of very impressive

energy efficiency constantly, in line with the concept of a smart building.

proportions.

For SAUTER, the project was a unique opportunity to put its intelligent
building management solution into practice in an ambitious high-rise

Particularly in the north, entire suburbs – laid out in grids in the American

building project.

style – have been built and linked to the inner districts. This growth
continues today unabated: the population of Riyadh is expected to

Fifty-eight floors form a single system

double to about nine million by 2020.

The task of making the tower energy-efficient goes to the high-end
building management system SAUTER EY-modulo 5. It takes on the jobs

Riyadh is growing upwards as well as outwards

of evaluating, controlling and regulating the performance of the Tamkeen

The 300-metre-high Kingdom Centre, a new landmark, and Norman

Tower. To this end, the modular automation stations of the system family

Foster’s Al Faisaliyah Centre are directing the city’s growth towards the

incorporate all of the technical facilities into the comprehensive BACnet

skies, too. They hold first and second position respectively in the city’s

high-rise network.

highest-building stakes.
By permanently monitoring the sensor readings and constantly adjusting
At 260 metres, the recently completed Tamkeen Tower may be ‘only’

the airflow, SAUTER is able to regulate the CO2 concentration in all of

the third-tallest building in Riyadh, but, as a genuine ‘smart building’, it

the four basements. The SAUTER EY-modulo 5 system also provides a

intends to set its own standards. Standing on a plot of around 10,000

seamless link to the fire-alarm and smoke-extraction systems, and controls

square metres, the building’s fifty-eight floors provide plenty of space for

all supply-air and smoke-extraction fans as an overall system.

offices and apartments. The podium of the tower also houses a shopping
centre.

By inserting Modbus gateways, the SAUTER system is also able to keep a
firm check and control on all the cold-water pumps. SAUTER EY-modulo 5

Living up to its name

automation stations monitor and control them to give the required cooling

The Arabic word ‘Tamkeen’ means ‘strengthening’ or ‘enabling’, so

while co-ordinating them constantly with all the other HVAC systems that

Riyadh’s newest skyscraper has been given a name to live up to.

are integrated into the building network via BACnet.
A smart giant in the gardens of Saudi Arabia
Riyadh means ‘the gardens’, and the city owes its name to the formerly
lush environs of Wadi Hanifa. The metropolis still uses the same
groundwater reserves.
The rapid expansion of the city over the last fifty years is eating into
this supply, however. Smart giants such as the Tamkeen Tower make an
important contribution towards ensuring that this continued growth is as
sustainable as possible.
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Al-Kawaser United Co. for Trading & Contracting
Al- Kawaser United Co. for Trading & Contracting / KUC-Automation
started business in early 2004, representing leading manufacturers
in the HVAC controls field as agents. We have achieved a great
success in the Saudi Market in specifying, marketing and selling
our product range to consulting engineers, contractors and project
owners. Our products are backed up with an excellent after-sales
service whenever required.
Al-Kawaser United Co.
Al-Jaber Bldg. (next to Al-Habeeb Hospital)
Hospital Offices # 11, 12 & 13
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Building management system – BMS
The BMS in Tamkeen integrates the following systems and facilities, using mainly the BACnet standard in order to control and
monitor all technical equipment as well as the energy consumption in the tower:
•

Air-conditioning equipment (pumps, AHUs, FCUs etc.)

•

8 chillers, with a total capacity of 2,400 RT

•

Fire alarm system

•

Safety evacuation system

•

Power transformers and the tower MDBs

•

Lighting panels

•

Elevators

BMS Specifications:
•

SAUTER novaPro Open: 8,000 data points

•

40 SAUTER EY-modulo 5: modu525

•

85 SAUTER EY-modulo 5: ecos502

•

4 Modbus gateways

Integrated protocols:
•

BACnet IP

•

BACnet MS/TP

•

Modbus
23

Top performance behind the scenes
In taking over the facility management for five German shopping centres, SAUTER is creating reliability
and multi-property transparency for the operator. The aim of optimising energy efficiency in the medium and long term is now within reach.

More than 300,000 square metres, 330

"We expect professional and efficient facility

In order to create transparency, SAUTER devel-

shops and around 200,000 visitors a day

management that takes the shopping centre’s

oped a tailor-made database for all property

are a big challenge to facility management.

day-to-day operations into account," says Ste-

and facility data. "We followed WealthCap’s

WealthCap Real Estate Management had

phan Klemmer, managing director of Wealth-

guidelines in creating a platform that has been

high expectations when it placed this responsi-

Cap. The five properties are to be operated

improved continually, by adding, for example,

bility for five shopping centres – some of them

and managed uniformly – from cleaning to

more functions and applications," explains

in the luxury class – in eastern Germany into

safety to building technology.

Olaf Saddey, manager of the start-up phase
at SAUTER.

SAUTER’s hands. The intention was for facility
management to be completely rethought, but

Creating multi-property transparency

without the visitors noticing.

Comprehensive management of the five prop-

The database contains such information as the

erties is a complex task, because the buildings

life-cycle of every single facility. The data can

Seamless transition and uniform

are essentially very different to one another. In

be called up at any time by both the facility

management

Potsdam, for example, 65 shops are housed in

manager and the customer via an extranet.

Modern shopping centres are an experience

the railway station’s shopping zone, which re-

Furthermore, many plans and instruction manu-

in themselves, and visitors should feel that they

ceives about 60,000 customers and travellers

als have been digitised, thereby ensuring the

are in a safe and enjoyable environment. Facil-

every day. Everything must work, from lighting

ready availability of documents required

ity management, therefore, must discharge its

and air-conditioning to escalators and safety

for daily use or in the event of a mishap or

responsibilities for all technical and infrastruc-

management.

malfunction.

ture services reliably and, where possible,
work unseen in the background.
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SAUTER highlights

Locating problems and reducing energy

Everything under control

consumption

Until the final handover, SAUTER’s employees

In order to optimise the energy efficiency of all

were on duty for many hours of every day until

five buildings, the consumption figures are re-

they knew every last corner of the building.

corded and evaluated systematically. A wealth

Emergencies such as broken water pipes, fire

of information is fed into the system and can be

brigade call-outs and evacuations were prac-

called up at any time.

tised. “Safety management is always our first
priority”, says Saddey.

SAUTER EMS, the energy data management
software, calculates the power requirements in
relation to floor space and time, and visualises
the data. In this way, the solution is able to expose any critical areas in energy consumption,
and provides a specific comparison of actual
and target values.
Based on the results of the energy monitoring,
SAUTER draws up a plan for using the building
with sustainability and energy efficiency to the
fore.
SAUTER Facility Management is sold mainly
on the German and Austrian markets.
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SAUTER addresses
SAUTER Schweiz

SAUTER Italia

SAUTER Österreich

SAUTER Middle East

Sauter Building Control Schweiz AG

Sauter Italia S.p.A.

Sauter Mess- u. Regeltechnik GmbH

Sauter Middle East FZC (Joint Venture)

Kägenstrasse 17

Via Dei Lavoratori, 131

Niedermoserstrasse 11

PO Box: 7969

CH - 4153 Reinach BL 1

I - 20092 Cinisello Balsamo (MI)

A- 1220 Wien

AE -SAIF ZONE Sharjah

Tel. +41 61 717 75 75

Tel. +39 02 280 481

Tel. +43 1 250 230

Tel. +971 6 557 8404

Fax +41 61 717 75 00

Fax +39 02 280 482 80

Fax +43 1 259 95 35

Fax +971 6 557 8405

www.sauter-building-control.ch

www.sauteritalia.it

www.sauter-controls.at

www.sauter-controls.com

SAUTER Deutschland

SAUTER Polska

SAUTER Nederland

SAUTER China

Sauter-Cumulus GmbH

Sauter Automatyka Sp. z o.o.

Sauter Building Control Nederland B.V.

Sauter (Beijing) Co. Ltd. (Joint Venture)

Hans-Bunte-Str. 15

ul. Rzymowskiego 30

Gyroscoopweg 144a

Suite 1703, Tower A

DE - 79108 Freiburg i. Br.

PL - 02-697 Warszawa

Postbus 20613

G.T. International Centre, Building No.1

Tel. +49 761 510 50

Tel. +48 22 853 02 92

NL - 1001 NP Amsterdam

A3 Yongandongli

Fax +49 761 510 52 34

Fax +48 22 853 02 93

Tel. +31 20 5876 700

Jianguomenwai Avenue

www.sauter-cumulus.com

www.sauter.pl

Fax +31 20 5876 769

RC - Beijing 100022

www.sauter-controls.com

Tel. +86 10 5879 4358

Sauter FM GmbH

SAUTER Česká republika

Werner-Haas-Str. 10

Sauter Automation Spol. s.r.o.

SAUTER U.K.

DE - 86153 Augsburg

Pod Čimickým hájem 13 a 15

Sauter Automation Ltd.

Tel. +49 821 906 73 0

CZ - 18100 Praha 8

Inova House Hampshire

SAUTER Korea

Fax +49 821 906 73 29

Tel. +42 02 660 12 111

Int’l Business Park

LS Sauter Co., Ltd.

www.sauter-fm.de

Fax +42 02 660 12 221

Crockford Lane, Chineham

No. 903, Jei Platz 459-11

www.sauter.cz

UK - Basingstoke RG24 8WH

Gasan-dong

Tel. +44 1256 37 44 00

Geumcheon-gu

SAUTER France

Fax +86 10 5879 4362
www.sauter.com.cn

Sauter Régulation S.A.S.

SAUTER Magyarország

Fax +44 1256 37 44 55

KR - Seoul, 153-792

56, rue de Jean Monnet

Sauter Automatikai Kft.

www.sauterautomation.co.uk

Tel. +82-2-3442 5544

F- 68057 Mulhouse Cedex 2

Fogarasi u. 2-6.III. em.

Tel. +33 3 89 59 32 66

H- 1148 Budapest

SAUTER Sverige

Fax +33 3 89 59 40 42

Tel. +36 1 470 1000

Sauter Automation AB

www.sauter.fr

Fax +36 1 467 9000

Krossgatan 22B

SAUTER International

www.sauter.hu

S- 16250 Vällingby

Sauter Building Control International GmbH

Tel. +46 8 620 35 00

Hans-Bunte-Str. 15

SAUTER Ibérica

Fax +82-2-3442 5546
www.sauter.co.kr

Sauter Ibérica S.A.

SAUTER Belgium

Fax +46 8 739 86 26

DE - 79108 Freiburg i. Br.

Jacint Verdaguer, 34–38

N.V. Sauter Controls S.A.

www.sauter.se

Tel. +49 761 510 50

E - 08902 L’Hospitalet (Barcelona)

’t Hofveld 6-B-2

Tel. +34 93 432 95 00

B- 1702 Groot Bijgaarden

SAUTER Srbija

Fax +34 93 432 09 08

Tel. +32 2 460 04 16

Sauter Building Control Serbia d.o.o.

www.sauteriberica.com

Fax +32 2 460 58 97

Alekse Nenadovica 15

www.sauter-controls.com

SRB - 11000 Beograd

Sauter Ibérica S.A.

Fax +49 761 510 54 20

Tel. +381 1 1383 5571

Rua Henrique Callado, 8 - Edifício Orange

SAUTER Slovensko

Fax +381 1 1245 2260

Fracção A03

Sauter Building Control Slovakia spol. s r.o.

www.sauter.co.rs

Leião - Porto Salvo

Einsteinova 23

PT - 2740-303 Oeiras

SK - 85101 Bratislava

SAUTER Romania

Tel. +351 21 441 18 27

Tel. +421 2 6252 5544

Sauter Control srl

Fax +351 21 441 18 48

Fax +421 2 6252 5543

Str. Agricultori Nr. 86, Ap.1 Parter

www.sauteriberica.com

www.sauter.sk

RO - 010654 Bucuresti / Sector 2
Tel. +40 21 323 31 65
Fax +40 21 323 31 66
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